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Introduction
The Atlas consortium has delivered three web-based services produced with the
multilingual platform Atlas during the first project year:
i-Librarian – www.i-librarian.eu
i-Publisher – i-publisher.atlasproject.eu
EUDocLib – eudoclib.atlasproject.eu
This deliverable provides the software documentation of the platform and the three services
at: http://i-publisher.atlasproject.eu/atlas/documentation
1. i-Librarian – the intelligent content assistant service

i-librarian.eu
i-Librarian is a web-based content assistant service, which encourages visitors to register and
get a personal workspace where they can store, share and publish various types of
documents and have them automatically categorised into appropriate subject categories,
summarized and annotated with important words, phrases and names. Advanced languagebased technology is implemented to help users easily navigate between and access both
their personal works and unfamiliar documents. After processing a large collection of
unfamiliar texts, i-Librarian displays short summaries and extracted concepts that enable
users to easily decide which documents are worth reading and which could be discarded.
Furthermore, i-Librarian interlinks all user documents based on the extracted phrases, words
and names, and thus improves significantly content navigation. Finally, the service helps
users with no previous experience to publish their own content using the power of a modern
content management solution but without struggling with the inherent complexity of such
systems. The features of i-Librarian will be initially available in seven languages – English,
German, Bulgarian, Croatian, Greek, Polish and Romanian. However, as more languages
could be easily integrated in the service, the consortium will explore several options to
www.atlasproject.eu
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secure the necessary funding after the end of the project in order to enable support for the
remaining major European languages.

Some of the main characteristics of i-Librarian are summarized below:











i-Librarian offers multilingual full-text search inside personal or shared documents.
i-Librarian provides multilingual similarity search, which enables users to easily
locate both personal and shared similar documents in different languages.
i-Librarian implements powerful instruments for computer-aided translation,
automatic content categorisation, summarization, and annotation of important
words, phrases and names.
Users can rate the quality of automatic translations and improve them, which would
help the consortium to build better translation models for future use.
Users can publish heterogeneous multilingual content on a personal web site hosted
by i-Librarian or on existing web sites and portals.
Users can freely annotate documents in their personal workspace and search
through the annotations (possibly in different languages) shared by other users in
order to find documents of interest.
i-Librarian is accessible from all browsers, and also features a mobile version for
smartphone users.
i-Librarian includes a mechanism for reporting and removing of materials that
violate copyright laws.
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2. i-Publisher – the online web content management solution

i-publisher.atlasproject.eu
i-Publisher is a novel software-as-a-service solution for web content management, which
allows both small and large organizations to deploy and manage multilingual web sites
without spending time and effort for installing and maintaining a content management
system. This service assists organizations in retrieving, unifying, and packaging
heterogeneous pieces of content, and dynamically rendering them on multiple web sites.
i Publisher fosters collaboration in content creation by enabling authors, editors, and other
contributors to work together. It also facilitates the process by automatically categorizing,
summarizing, and tagging the newly created content. Furthermore, web sites may be built
with i Publisher with a point-and-click graphical user interface by people with different
expertise but no programming experience – publishers, information designers and graphic
designers. The service leverages the full benefits of the ATLAS platform and becomes an
ideal choice for promoting any type of organization on the Web. i Publisher will be available
free of cost for non-commercial use in order to promote web standards and encourage
language diversity in content creation. Different subscription plans will be available to those
who desire more storage space and customer support, or who would like to use i Publisher
for commercial purposes.
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i-Publisher characteristics :










i Publisher is well-suited to both small and large organizations as it is designed with
scalability in mind, i.e. if an organization needs to handle more content and users,
additional servers will help address these needs and provide the desired results in
terms of performance.
i Publisher improves content navigation by dynamically interlinking content items
based on extracted important words, phrases and names.
i Publisher utilizes a flexible user access rights system comparable to that of a
modern server operating system – security policies may be set for groups and
specific users as well as for specific content items or even content item properties.
i Publisher implements an industrial strength versioning system, which supports the
versioning of structured content rather than the simple text-based versioning found
in most existing solutions.
i Publisher allows content to be mass exported to or imported from file systems,
databases or file servers.
Web sites created with i Publisher offer to end-users multilingual full-text and
similarity search as well as clustered, summarized and annotated content.
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3. EUDocLib

Eudoclib.atlasproject.eu
EUDocLib is a publicly accessible repository of EU law documents from the EUR-LEX
collection. This web site (online service) provides enhanced navigation and easier access to
relevant documents in the user's own language.





The automatic categorisation tool classifies the documents according to the three
classification trees in EUR-Lex.
The implementation of EUDocLib is done entirely with i-Publisher as a proof of
concept
All documents of the EUR-LEX collection, available in English, that are added up to
January 1, 2011 are imported into ATLAS (resp. into EUDocLib).
The algorithms used for full-text searching and the identification of similar items are
improved in terms of performance and so they work within a large pool of
documents.
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Three level technical support for Atlas users
1. Technical documentation of Atlas and i-Publisher
The first level technical support is provided by the technical documentation of the opensource multilingual platform for content management Atlas, published on the dedicated
documentation website. The documentation provides detailed technical information about
the Atlas platform, and outlines the most common workflows in i-Publisher. It serves as an
informative tool for users who wish to understand the intricate mechanisms of the opensource platform in the view of developing it further.
The document provides the users with:
- "Introduction" - an overview of the platform architecture, comprising of a
description of the system key features and layers, descriptions of the ATLAS
components, the communication channels between the components and the
request processing flows.
- "Content management concepts" - a detailed description of the CMS functionalities:
o "Domains" chapters including a description of the concepts such as the
Content model, Users, Groups and Access Rights, Datasources and
Selections and Approval Chain functionalities
o "Content items" chapters including a description of the structure and main
actions performed on content items, such as content editing, approval and
categorisation
o “Websites" chapters describe the structure of the websites built with ATLAS,
the different types of widgets included in the website pages, navigations,
the concepts for human readable URLs (aliases), sitemap, additional site
functionalities, and caching mechanisms.
o "Export/Import" chapters provides an overview of the concept allowing the
users to reuse important system entities such as widgets, content types and
even whole websites.
-

-

-

“Language processing framework" chapters describes how textmining functionalities
are interwoven in the processes of content management, and focus on technical
implementation aspects of the Bulgarian, German, Greek, English, Polish and
Romanian language processing chains.
"Automatic Categorisation" chapters describe the main workflows related to these
functionalities as well as the current status of the implemented catgorisation
algorithms
"Database structure" chapters describes the data store design decisions, providing
ATLAS with scalable and performant data store.
"Site using ATLAS" chapters provide technical details on the building of the web
services i-Librarian and EUDocLib.
"Deployment" chapters describe the installation and configuration of ATLAS
components and provides an overview of the currently deployed components.

The documentation content will continue to grow and stay updated as more features are
enabled. Technical details of the categorisation tool, summarization tool and machine
translation infrastructure will be added after the finalization of the working packages for
Automatic categorisation (WP 3), Automatic Summarisation (WP 5) and Machine translation
(WP 6).
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The documentation is accessible at:
http://i-publisher.atlasproject.eu/atlas/documentation/tech/intro
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2. Hint system in i-Publisher
The second level technical support is provided by the elaborate Hint system ingrained in
the i-Publisher service. Every dialogue (domain-specific, content-specific or websitespecific) within the system contains a detailed description of the functionalities provided
to the user on the page. The Hint system acts as a reference guide, providing
comprehensive information on every step that is available to the user on the current
page; but in order for it to be most effective, some knowledge of the content building
process is required. This knowledge can be gained from the Advanced Mode user guide,
the Technical Documentation and the Video Tutorials, as well as from experience with
other content management systems.
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3. Video tutorials
The third level technical support is provided by the video tutorial. The general wokflows
of how to make a website, a page, how to create a navigation, add widgets are visualized
in an informative and easy-to-understand way using shirt video clips. They are suitable
for beginners as a basic help tool.
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User guides of i-Publisher
The users willing to use the web-based instrument for building multilingual websites iPublisher are advised to gain some basic knowledge on the website building process by
reading the comprehensive step-by-step user guides. Pictures, diagrams and short
explanations should be enough for an inexperienced user to build a website via the Simple
Mode using predefined website moulds, or to build a completely new website with some
help from the ready-to-use themes. The advanced users, however, should consult the User
Guide together with the three-level technical support in order to build a comprehensive
multilingual website.
Atlas i-Publisher Simple Mode User Guide
The Simple Mode is a simplified layer of i-Publisher, providing inexperienced users with
ready-to-use thematic websites and themes. The guide provides i-Publisher users with a
general overview of the Simple Mode interface and describes how to create and manage a
website and its content. There is also a brief description of some of the system’s more
advanced functionalities, such as tools that enrich text documents with information on
important phrases, names, dates within the text. The Simple Mode User Guide can be used
by non experienced users in order to gain a more comprehensive perception of the process
of website building with i-Publisher’s Simple Mode.
The user guide is accessible at:
http://www.atlasproject.eu/atlas/documentation/simple/getting_to_know_the_atlas_si
mple_mode_interface
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Atlas i-Publisher Advanced Mode User Guide
i-Publisher’s Advanced Mode guide provides system users with a general overview of the
Advanced Mode Interface and functionalities, acting as a complement to the Hints and Video
Tutorials. The workflows of managing users, groups and their access rights within a domain,
building a content model, managing content, managing a web site and web page and
widgets are outlined with graphic representations of the processes, together with an
apprehension of the different uses of Advanced Mode’s functionalities. Finally, the step-bystep guide on how to make a website supports the user in their attempt to build a complex,
multilingual web site using the advanced linguistic technologies that provide zautomatic
classification of content, summarization of content as well as machine translation.

The user guide is accessible at:
http://i-publisher.atlasproject.eu/atlas/documentation/advanced/interface
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